Surface charge distribution in normal and transformed rat bladder epithelial cells in vitro.
Cationized ferritin (CF) was used as an ultrastructural marker to study differences in the distribution and density of surface anionic charges between normal and neoplastic cells. In anchorage-independent cell systems, CF induces a redistribution of cell surface receptor-ligand complexes into clusters, patches, and caps on the surfaces of transformed cells, but not on the surfaces of normal cells. In the present report, the authors have, for the first time, extended the CF labeling studies to a system of anchorage-dependent, rat bladder epithelial cell lines: normal RBTC cells and RBTCC-8 carcinoma cells. Cells were grown to confluency and labeled with 500 micrograms/ml CF for 3 minutes. After completion of CF labeling, cells were incubated for 0, 15, 60, 120 minutes, or overnight and were fixed then with buffered glutaraldehyde for electron microscopy. The results show that (a) CF induces grouping of surface anionic charge sites into patches and clusters on RBTCC-8 carcinoma cells (CF covers 53.86 +/- 2.15% of the plasma membrane), but not on normal RBTC cells (CF covers the entire plasma membrane); (b) CF densities are well correlated to the cell surface sialic acid contents of RBTC (2.42 +/- 0.30 microM/10(9) cells) and RBTCC-8 cells (1.26 +/- 0.25 microM/10(9) cells); and (c) CF-labeled membrane is internalized at equal rates by RBTC and RBTCC-8 cells (30% in 15 minutes; 60% in 60 minutes; 70% in 120 minutes; 100% overnight). These data indicate that CF-induced patching of anionic sites is a surface characteristic that is common to anchorage-dependent and independent tumor cells. Mechanisms of CF patching in neoplastic cells are discussed.